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Chapter 561: Earning 20 million Yuan (1) 

Among the five employees who were finally selected to learn how to make iron – skinned maples, there 

were two security personnel and three shed workers. 

Among the Veterans, Qin Xiaojun, who was the first to arrive at the farm, had also registered and passed 

the selection. 

Qin Xiaojun’s major in the Army was explosives. He spent all his time fiddling with explosives, timers, 

and mines. When he came to work on the farm, the skills that the other three had learned could still be 

used in the local areas. However, his major was basically useless. It was the least practical. 

Even though Xia ruofei had promoted Qin Xiaojun to the position of a team leader and he would only be 

learning how to make iron – hide maples, he still decided to sign up after much consideration. 

Xia ruofei, Lei Hu, and the other veterans would not object to Jian Jia working on the farm. It would be 

good for Qin Xiaojun to learn another skill. 

Xia ruofei trusted his old comrades more, so he appointed Qin Xiaojun as the leader of the group of five 

heading to Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province. 

Qin Xiaojun and the rest took the bullet train, which was naturally faster than Xia ruofei’s self – driving. 

Hence, Xia ruofei told Qin Xiaojun and the rest to find a hotel to stay in after they arrived in Anyue city. 

Of course, all the expenses would be covered by the company. 

He drove at Full Speed with master Luo and had a simple lunch at the highway service area. They finally 

arrived at Qiantang city at three in the afternoon. 

Xia ruofei directly brought master Luo along. Under the guidance of the GPS, they arrived at the 

Qiantang Tongren Tang pharmacy. 

President Lin of Tongren Hall had been waiting in the store for a long time. 

As soon as Xia ruofei got out of the car, President Lin, who had been waiting eagerly, welcomed him 

warmly.”Brother Xia, you’ve had a long journey!” 

His eyes lit up when he saw Xia ruofei’s car. “Brother Xia’s car is really good! If I’m not mistaken, it 

should be a limited edition Knight XV, right?” 

“I think so ... I don’t know much about cars,” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

When President Lin heard this, the enthusiasm on his face grew even more. 

Although it was a little tacky to use a house, car, and clothes to measure a person’s status, the fact that 

Xia ruofei could drive a limited edition Knight XV that was worth tens of millions still shocked President 

Lin. At least Xia ruofei’s financial strength was once again confirmed, and it also greatly increased 

President Lin’s confidence in further cooperation. 



“President Lin, I didn’t keep a single tael of iron – Skin maple duel this time. It’s all in the car!” Xia ruofei 

said with a smile. 

“Thank you, thank you!” President Lin said happily,”thank you, brother Xia!” 

After saying that, Mr. Lin hurriedly called the shop assistant over and took out the big bag of iron – hide 

Kaede from the trunk of Knight XV. 

President Lin personally led Xia ruofei and master Luo into the back hall of the pharmacy. 

“President Lin, let’s take a look at the item first!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”if the quality of the herbs 

can’t meet your standards, just tell me. I can bring it back. Anyway, I’m here for the gathering.” 

“Don’t joke around, brother Xia!”President Lin quickly said. When have you ever sold something that 

wasn’t of the highest quality? How can it not meet the standard?” 

Even though he said that, President Lin still quickly signaled the appraisal staff to open the bag and 

check the Ironhide maples that Xia ruofei had brought. 

The person in charge of the appraisal was an old acquaintance. When Xia ruofei first came here to sell 

wild ginseng, it was this old Chinese medicine doctor Huang who was in charge of the appraisal. 

Old Chinese physician Huang gave Xia ruofei a friendly smile, then opened the bag and took out a 

handful of iron – Skin maples. 

When the iron – skinned fengdou was presented in front of director Lin and old Chinese doctor Huang, 

both of them widened their eyes in unison. 

Old Chinese medicine doctor Huang immediately took a closer look at the iron maples, while President 

Lin squatted down and couldn’t wait to grab a bunch of them from the bag and look at them carefully. 

Xia ruofei and master Luo looked at each other and smiled. Then, they looked at the two calmly. 

President Lin and old Huang looked at it repeatedly for a long time. Old Huang’s eyes lit up. He put the 

iron maple in his hand closer and sniffed it deeply. He immediately showed a look of enjoyment. Then, 

he carefully tore a piece and put it in his mouth to chew. 

After a while, director Lin and old Chinese doctor Huang exchanged a look. 

Old Chinese physician Huang nodded slightly and said,””President Lin, there’s no doubt that boss Xia’s 

batch of fengdou is of the highest quality. It’s even higher quality than the special grade products we’re 

selling!” 

Mr. Lin was in charge of the branch in the Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province, and the iron – Skin fengdou 

was a special medicinal herb in the Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province, so he naturally knew a lot. 

After a moment of thought, President Lin said,””Brother Xia, you’ve given me a difficult problem ...” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, then he smiled and asked,””Big brother Lin, what do you mean? 

Could it be that the funds in the store ...” 



“No, no, we have enough funds!” President Lin quickly said. Brother Xia! I’m in a difficult position on 

how to set the price for this batch of maple stalks!” 

Xia ruofei laughed,”that’s easy!” Big brother Lin, you’ve seen my batch of fengdou, so you can set the 

price however you want. I believe that you won’t let me suffer a loss!” 

“I’m just worried that you’ll be at a disadvantage, so ... Brother Xia, I’ll tell you the truth!”President Lin 

said with a bitter smile. The quality of your batch of iron – skinned fengdou is beyond our imagination. 

We’ve never purchased such high – Quality fengdou before, and we don’t even have a reference price 

...” 
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When master Luo heard this, he could not help but smile. Although he knew that the quality of this 

batch of maple fight was extremely high, he still felt a sense of accomplishment as the creator of this 

batch of maple fight after hearing it from director Lin of Tongren Hall. 

President Lin thought for a moment and said,”brother Xia, how about this? I’ll take up a little more of 

your time. I’ll contact the pharmaceutical research Institute of the provincial Academy of Medical 

Sciences right away and send this batch of Feng Dou samples to do a comprehensive test. I have a few 

friends in the Institute. I’ll ask them to do special things. The results should be out by today!” With the 

test report, we’ll have enough basis for the pricing!” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and nodded. “That’s fine. Big brother Lin, if you don’t think it’s 

troublesome, we’ll do as you say!” 

President Lin said happily,”Okay, okay, okay. Brother Xia, I’ll arrange for someone to get it done 

immediately. You can have some tea with this master in my office first ...” 

President Lin arranged for someone to collect some samples and then called his friends who worked at 

the pharmaceutical research Institute. After he was done, President Lin personally went to the office to 

accompany Xia ruofei and master Luo to make tea. 

Even if Mr. Lin had a lot of connections and the herbal research Institute would help him immediately, it 

would take time to turn on the equipment, warm it up, test it, and send out the report. 

The three of them waited until the evening, but there was still no news from the other side. Hence, CEO 

Lin ordered the staff to go to a nearby hotel to pack some food and wine. He then had dinner with Xia 

ruofei and master Luo in his office. 

At Seveno’ clock in the evening, Mr. Lin’s phone rang. He looked at the caller ID and immediately put 

down his glass. He stood up and picked up the phone.”Hey, old Huang...This is great! I’ve really troubled 

you this time...Hey, hey, hey, sure! I’ll be in the office ... Okay ... Thank you! Thanks a lot!” 

President Lin hung up the phone and said to Xia ruofei with a happy face,””Brother Xia, the results from 

the herbal research Institute are out. The report will be faxed over immediately!” 

After that, President Lin opened the office door and poked his head out to call for old Chinese doctor 

Huang. 



Mr. Lin came to his desk. His fax machine gave out a signal automatically when it rang. After a while, a 

piece of paper was spat out slowly with a sizzling sound. 

President Lin couldn’t wait to pick up the fax paper. He just glanced at it and couldn’t help but open his 

mouth wide. 

Doctor Huang also put on his reading glasses and went over to take a look. His entire person was 

instantly petrified as he muttered,””This ... This indicator ... This is too abnormal ...” 

Xia ruofei smiled and asked curiously,””What’s wrong? Brother Lin, is there a problem with my 

product?” 

President Lin returned to his senses and handed the report to Xia ruofei.””Brother Xia, it’s not that 

there’s a problem with your product, it’s just that the indicators are too heaven – defying. Old Huang 

and I are both shocked ... Take a look at the indicators for the Dendrobium Noxus.” 

Xia ruofei took a look at the report. The content of Dendrobium sugar was on the top row. Xia ruofei 

saw it with one look. The number 40.6% was written at the back. 

“Forty – one percent?” Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”big brother Lin, I’m not too familiar with these 

things. Is this number very high?” 

Master Luo was also shocked when he heard that. He quickly came over to take a look, then couldn’t 

help rubbing his eyes. After confirming that he didn’t see wrongly, he exclaimed,””Oh my God!” 

“Master Luo was also shocked, right?” Mr. Lin smiled and said,”it’s fine if it’s just one sample. Look at 

the second half of the report. The results of the five samples we sent over are almost the same. The 

fluctuation is no more than 3%.” 

“The quality of the raw materials for boss Xia’s iron – Skin Dendrobium is indeed very, very high,” master 

Luo scratched his head and said,”but I didn’t expect the final product to be so high. This is really ...” 

Xia ruofei was confused. He smiled bitterly and said,””Brother Lin, master Luo, don’t keep me in 

suspense. I’m the only outsider here. Are you guys playing riddles with me?” 

President Lin laughed and said,”brother Xia, the sugar content of Dendrobium is an important indicator 

of the quality of iron – hide fengdou. The national standard is that the sugar content must be at least 

25%. The best iron – hide fengdou on the market can reach about 30% sugar content. Among the few 

special products in our store, the best can reach 35%, which is the best quality in recent years.” 

President Lin glanced at the report in Xia ruofei’s hand and continued,””After the sugar content reaches 

35%, it’s already amazing if it doesn’t increase by 0.1%. But you actually increased it by 5%! To be 

honest, I’ve been in the business for so many years, but I’ve never seen any store that can produce 

maple dendrobe with a sugar content of more than 40%!” 

Master Luo also nodded heavily, agreeing with President Lin’s point of view. 

Meanwhile, old Chinese medicine doctor Huang added,””Mr. Xia, your batch of fengdou not only has a 

high content of dendrobe glucose, but other components such as Dendi alkali, Dendi amine, and so on 

are also far better than the indicators of our special products. This is really an eye – opener for me!” 



Hearing this, Xia ruofei finally let out a relaxed smile and said,””In layman’s terms, this means that the 

quality of my iron – skinned fengdou is very good?” 

“It’s more than just very good!” President Lin immediately said,”it’s simply the best of the best!” 
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“Then I’m relieved. You’re all so surprised that I’m feeling uneasy too!” Xia ruofei laughed and said half – 

jokingly. 

Mr. Lin also smiled a little embarrassedly, and then asked with a trace of apprehension,””Brother Xia, 

you’ve promised to sell all of these tin kaedos to us, haven’t you?” 

Xia ruofei chuckled,”big brother Lin, don’t worry!” I’ve already moved my things here, how can I take 

them away?” 

Chief Lin heaved a sigh of relief and said,””That’s great! Brother Xia, this batch of fengdou ... Our 

Qiantang Tongren Hall is willing to buy all of them. As for the price ... 150000 Chinese dollars per kg, 

what do you think?” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment and asked,”brother Lin, if I remember correctly ... The last time I 

came to your shop, boss Hu bought iron – Skin maples at 100000 Yuan per kilogram, right?” This 

purchase price ...” 

“The one you bought last time was only first – Class, boss Hu,” said President Lin with a smile. “The price 

of special – grade is more expensive than that.” 150,000 Chinese dollars per kg ... It’s about 30% higher 

than the price we pay for the special goods. I’ve estimated this price based on the various indicators of 

your batch of maple douls. After all, I’ve never bought such high quality iron – skinned maple douls 

before. ” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and nodded.””Alright, since big brother Lin has said so, then we’ll trade 

according to the price you set!” 

“Thank you, brother Xia!” President Lin was overjoyed. 

He immediately ordered the staff to come in and take the whole bag of iron – Skin maples to weigh. Xia 

ruofei and the others followed. 

Tongren Hall’s weighing scale was very accurate. After all, some of the medicinal materials they 

purchased were very valuable. For example, the iron – skinned maple bucket this time was worth 

thousands of Yuan. 

After weighing, Xia ruofei’s batch of iron – skinned maples weighed 136.4 kilograms, which was 20.46 

million Huaxia dollars in total. 

Although Xia ruofei already had a rough idea, he still couldn’t help but be shocked when he received 

such a definite sales figure. 

This was only the first batch! It had brought in a profit of 20 million. 



The financial pressure on the Paradise company was suddenly gone, and the money needed for the farm 

infrastructure was more than enough. He also didn’t need to advance the winery’s dividend. 

Moreover, Xia ruofei had calculated the growth cycle of the iron – Skin dendrobe. Basically, it was more 

appropriate to harvest it once every three years. Then, taking into account the time flow difference, it 

would take one to one and a half months. 

After planting this batch of Ironhide vessels in the medium, Xia ruofei basically had zero cost. The only 

thing he had to pay was the workers ‘wages. Compared to the profit from selling the Ironhide maples, it 

was like a drop in the ocean. 

More than 20 million Yuan in a month’s time. It was way too easy to earn money! It was comparable to 

a money printing machine! 

Xia ruofei once again had a clear understanding of the value of the spirit map space. 

After both parties had confirmed the weight of the iron – Skin maple bucket, CEO Lin said to Xia 

ruofei,””Brother Xia, let’s sign the acquisition contract first! This is a large sum of money, so I’ll have to 

ask the main store tomorrow before I can transfer the money. Is that okay?” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Of course, no problem. How could I not trust big brother Lin?” 

In fact, Xia ruofei was not worried that President Lin would try to take his money. With his current 

means, even if President Lin went back on his words, he had countless ways to get his things back and 

also leave a deep impression on President Lin. 

“Thank you, brother Xia!” President Lin rubbed his hands and chuckled.”Brother Xia, I have a request.” 

“You’re welcome, please speak. ” Xia ruofei said with a warm smile. 

“I remember you said last time that you can purchase a batch of this quality of iron – Skin Dendrobium 

every two or three months, right?” President Lin’s eyes were filled with anticipation as he 

asked,”brother Xia, do you think ... We can establish a long – term cooperation mechanism? In the 

future, as long as it’s iron – Skin Dendrobium produced by your company, our Qiantang Tongren Hall will 

be responsible for acquiring it?” 

Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”brother Lin, there are so many iron – hide maples. Can you finish them?” 

“You don’t have to worry about that at all,” President Lin quickly replied. Brother Xia, to tell you the 

truth, in the current domestic market, iron maples have always been in high demand, especially your 

super high quality goods, there is no market for it. A few hundred kilograms or even one or two tons a 

year is nothing! Besides, the Ironhide fengdou is also selling well internationally. Even if the quantity is a 

little high in the later stages, we can totally go through the export route!” 

In fact, Qiantang Tongren Tang alone would not be able to get so many goods. After all, the area that 

this store could reach was limited. However, Tongren Tang was a giant pharmaceutical chain in the 

country with a perfect sales network. The main branch in Beijing would definitely welcome Mr. Lin’s 

acquisition of such high – Quality Ironhide maples with open arms. 



And once a long – term cooperation agreement was reached, it would definitely be the most eye – 

catching achievement in boss Lin’s career. He would be promoted and put in an important position 

soon, which was why he was so concerned about this matter. 

Xia ruofei thought for a moment. He had a good impression of Mr. Lin. He was honest and friendly. At 

least, Xia ruofei did not feel uncomfortable when he was dealing with him. 

Since I’m going to sell the iron – Skin maples, and President Lin is interested in buying them, and 

Tongren Hall has a perfect sales channel, why not? 

With a monthly income of 20 million, Xia ruofei naturally would not be stingy with the money. 

He thought for a moment and said,””Big brother Lin, I agree with your suggestion in principle, but I have 

a condition. If you guys can agree, then I can decide on this long – term cooperation right now!” 
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“What is it, brother Xia?” President Lin quickly said. 

Xia ruofei said unhurriedly,”brother Lin, I have a company in the southeast province. It mainly deals with 

vegetables, melons, fruits, and other agricultural products. Of course, in the future, iron – hide maples 

and wild old ginseng will also become our important products. So I hope that the iron – hide maples I 

sell to Tongren Hall will be packaged in our own unified packaging and labeled with the Taoyuan brand.” 

Xia ruofei paused for a moment before he continued,””If you can agree on this condition, I can make the 

decision to sign an exclusive sales contract with you. In the future, the iron – skinned maple and even 

the wild old ginseng produced by our company can all be authorized to be sold to you. As for the 

Commission model, or you can buy it directly from our company and set the price yourself, we can 

discuss it slowly. ” 

All of Xia ruofei’s decisions were made to increase the reputation of paradise Corporation. 

After the expansion of the farm, the production capacity had increased, and the excellent quality of 

Taoyuan vegetables should soon be able to make a name for itself in the province and even the country. 

As for the Drunken Eight Immortals, Xia ruofei would also discuss with Ling Xiaotian and name it as a 

joint production of peach blossom company and Ling Ji restaurant. 

Originally, Xia ruofei only wanted to make some quick money from the wild ginseng and iron – Skin 

Dendrobium. However, after Mr. Lin took the fengdou for testing, the results showed that the quality 

was far better than the best iron – Skin fengdou in the market. Naturally, Xia ruofei had the idea of 

naming it Taoyuan. 

President Lin pondered for a moment and said,”brother Xia, I agree with your condition in principle. 

After all, Tongren Hall doesn’t produce medicinal materials ourselves. Even the Ironhide maples we sell 

have their own trademarks. We must make your batch of Ironhide maples into gift boxes before we can 

sell them.” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. He quietly looked at President Lin and waited for him to continue. 



“Personally, I really want to facilitate this cooperation, but I still have to ask the higher – ups for the 

specific model,” President Lin continued. 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded,”it’s okay. There’s no hurry.” Brother Lin, I should be in Anyue city for the 

next two days. You can send someone or talk to us personally after I return to the three mountains. ” 

“Okay, okay ...” President Lin quickly said. 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”brother Lin, you can report to the head of your main store. If we 

work together, I can provide at least 900 kilograms of the iron – Skin maples of today’s quality every 

year. Also ... I can provide at least two wild ginseng of the same quality every year.” 

A strange light flashed in President Lin’s eyes. He nodded heavily and said,””Alright! Brother Xia, I’ll 

definitely get the authorization from the higher – ups as soon as possible and fly to Sanshan city 

personally to discuss the contract with you!” 

When President Lin heard Xia ruofei’s production, his heart was in turmoil. This was definitely a rare 

opportunity! It was the same for both him and Tongren Hall! The only thing he was worried about now 

was that any delay would bring more trouble, so he couldn’t wait to call the head in charge of the main 

store and report it. 

Xia ruofei could guess what Mr. Lin was thinking. He smiled and said,”Big brother Lin, I won’t disturb you 

any longer.” 

“Good, good, good! Brother Xia, the money for this batch of iron maples should be transferred to your 

account tomorrow morning. ” President Lin said,”I’ll arrange for you to stay at Qiantang first!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand.”It’s okay. Li Jun has already prepared a place for me. I’m going to 

go to Anyue city tonight.” Big brother Lin, just do what you need to do, don’t worry about me. ” 

“Alright then!” President Lin said,”brother Xia, I’ll treat you to a drink when you return from ou Yue ...” 

“Big brother Lin, I’ll be heading back to the three mountains after I’m done with my business there.” Xia 

ruofei chuckled and said,”let’s have a good gathering when you go to the three mountains in a few 

days!” 

Anyue city was located between Sanshan city and Qiantang city. Last time, Xia ruofei had to travel back 

and forth by plane. This time, if he drove by himself, he would definitely go from Vietnam to the 

southeast province. It was impossible for him to drive north to Qiantang city. 

President Lin revealed a trace of regret and said,””That’s the only way! Brother Xia, drive slowly then ...” 

“Alright!” 

Xia ruofei bade farewell to Mr. Lin, took master Luo to the Knight XV, and rushed to Anyue city. 

At this time, Qin Xiaojun and his team had already found a hotel in the city. 

Xia ruofei had brought master Luo along because he wanted to sell the Ironhide Kaede bucket. He 

wanted master Luo to help him with any questions regarding his profession. After all, he had made it 

himself. 



They didn’t expect the quality of the iron – skinned fengdou to be so high. President Lin and the others 

directly sent a sample to the pharmaceutical research Institute for testing. 

Speaking of which, master Luo had made a wasted trip. If he had known earlier, he would have bought a 

train ticket and let him leave with Qin Xiaojun and the others. 

Xia ruofei also expressed his apologies on the way. Master Luo, on the other hand, was happy and did 

not mind that Xia ruofei gave Wanwan a 20000 Yuan red packet during his half a month of work in 

Sanshan city. Master Luo was overjoyed. It was just a few more hours in the car, so why would he mind? 

Besides, the Knight XV was worth tens of millions of people! 

At around 11 pm, Xia ruofei arrived at the iron – Skin Dendrobium base in Anyue city. 

Although it was already late at night, Qian Lijun was still waiting in front of the small building of the 

Dendrobium cultivation base. 
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In addition, two large lamps were specially lit on the open space in front of the small building. Qian Lijun 

had probably been waiting for a while. He was smoking a cigarette in boredom. When the Knight XV’s 

lamp shone on him, his eyes lit up. He threw away the cigarette butt and quickly walked over. 

When the car was under the light, Qian Lijun could finally see the big black thing that looked like a 

monster. 

“Wow! Ruofei, your car is too exciting!” Qian Lijun’s eyes revealed an undisguisable look of envy. 

Any man who had served in the military would have no resistance to this monster – Class SUV that was 

full of wildness. 

Xia ruofei opened the car door and jumped out with a smile.””It’s exciting, right?” 

“How exciting!” Qian Lijun said enviously,”ruofei, can you lend it to me for a few days?” 

“No problem! I’m going to be in Anyue city these two days, so you can be the driver!” Xia ruofei said 

with a smile. 

“Good, good!” Qian Lijun said happily. 

At this time, master Luo also got out of the car. Xia ruofei went over and said,””Master Luo, you’ve 

worked hard during this period of time. You should go back and rest! A few of my employees will be 

here tomorrow. I’ll have to trouble you to teach them!” 

“Don’t worry, boss Xia! As long as they’re willing to learn, I won’t hide anything from them!” Master Luo 

said with a simple smile. 

Then, he bade Xia ruofei and Qian Lijun goodbye and left. 

Qian Lijun and Xia ruofei walked into the small building with their arms around each other’s shoulders. 

Qian Lijun immediately arranged for Xia ruofei to stay in the cultivating base of the Dendrobium candids. 

There was a guest room on the small building. 



“Li Jun, have you contacted Pan Qiang and Wang Zhihai?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“Don’t worry! We’re all waiting for you to come over!” Qian Lijun said as he walked,”just listen to my 

arrangements for the next few days! Tomorrow, we’ll gather our comrades in ou Yue together. The day 

after tomorrow, we’ll bring Pan Qiang and Wang Zhihai to Yandang mountain for a day. How about it?” 

“Alright, I’ll follow your arrangements.” Xia ruofei said. 

“By the way, how’s the production of those iron – skinned maples going?” Qian Lijun asked again. 

“It went quite smoothly. I’ve already sold them all to Qiantang Tongren Hall. This time, it’s really all 

thanks to you!” Xia ruofei said,”from now on, my employees will be learning from you. Please help me 

take care of them!” 

“Do I still need you to explain this?” Qian Lijun said,”just relax!” 

As it was already very late, Qian Lijun went back to sleep after sending Xia ruofei to her room. 

After Xia ruofei returned to his room, he washed up and went to bed. 

The next morning, Xia ruofei slept until eighto’ clock before he woke up. He had driven a few hundred 

kilometers the day before and slept a little late. He took advantage of the fact that there were no special 

arrangements today to catch up on his sleep. 

Qian Lijun had already prepared breakfast. When Xia ruofei saw boss Qian, he expressed his gratitude 

once again. 

The gathering time was at night. Pan Qiang and Wang Zhihai were in the county below, so they would 

arrive at Qian Lijun’s place before noon. 

Therefore, he had nothing to do in the morning. 

Xia ruofei sent the location to Qin Xiaojun via WeChat and asked them to take a taxi. 

After Qin Xiaojun and the others rushed to the iron – Skin Dendrobium cultivation base, Qian Lijun 

personally arranged their accommodation. At the same time, he also instructed master Luo to bring 

them around to familiarize themselves with the environment. 

Master Luo and the others would naturally help arrange the rest of his studies, so Xia ruofei had nothing 

to do with it. He simply asked Qian Lijun to show him around the iron – Skin Dendrobium cultivation 

base. 

Although Xia ruofei had planted tens of thousands of iron – Skin dendrobes in the spirit map space, the 

space was filled with rich spiritual Qi. The iron – Skin dendrobes did not need to be taken care of at all. 

He had only done some work during the cutting and harvesting. 

Therefore, Xia ruofei had no idea about the cultivation of the iron – Skin Dendrobium. He asked Qian 

Lijun about it as he visited the place. 

…… 



In the small building, boss Qian was leisurely holding a teapot and admiring the red Arowana in the big 

fish tank. 

The first time Xia ruofei heard about the red Arowana was through Qian Lijun. 

He wondered if the pair of Red Arowana in the fish tank was the same pair in the photo that Qian Lijun 

had shown Xia ruofei. 

At that moment, a taxi stopped in front of the building. 

A fat middle – aged man squeezed out of the taxi and said to the driver,””Master, wait for me here for a 

while. I have something to do and will be out soon.” 

The middle – aged man had already paid the deposit, and he had also promised to pay an extra 50 yuan 

for the fare, so the taxi driver nodded happily and said,””Alright! Boss, please hurry up!” 

“I know, I know. You can pull over first!” The fat middle – aged man waved his hand and said. 

Then, he strode into the small building. 

The fat middle – aged man was fat all over his body, and his body trembled as he walked. He had a 

greasy slicked – back hair, a thick gold chain around his neck, a jade ring on his thumb, and a large string 

of beeswax on his wrist. He looked exactly like a nouveau riche. 

The fat middle – aged man climbed up a few steps and arrived at the entrance of the small building. 

When he saw boss Qian in the living room, his eyes revealed some fear. He took a deep breath and 

shouted,””Old Qian ...” 

The fat middle – aged man’s voice was full of flattery. 

Boss Qian turned his head when he heard the voice. When he saw the middle – aged fatty, he couldn’t 

help but raise his eyebrows and glare at him. He shouted angrily,””Liu Jinsheng! You still have the face to 

see me?” 
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It turned out that this middle – aged fat man was boss Qian’s former good friend, the deadbeat Liu 

Jinsheng who later scammed boss Qian of tens of millions. 

After boss Qian finished speaking, he quickly walked up and grabbed Liu Jinsheng’s collar. His eyes were 

spitting fire as he shouted,”You bastard! Give me back my money!” 

Liu Jinsheng quickly pried boss Qian’s hand away and said,””Old Qian, calm down, calm down ... I’m here 

to pay you back your money!” 

“I knew you didn’t have a good heart, you bastard, you F * cking ...” Boss Qian cursed. He only came 

back to his senses halfway through his sentence and asked in a daze,”what did you say? Return the 

money?” 

He subconsciously let go and picked his ears. 



Boss Qian really suspected that he was hallucinating. These few years, in order to collect debts, he had 

been to xiangnan province a lot. The court also ruled that he won the lawsuit, but he couldn’t do 

anything to Liu Jinsheng, this troublemaker. 

According to the law, Liu Jinsheng had no assets under his name. Even if it was enforced by force, he 

would not be able to get back a single cent. 

The reality was so ironic. It was clear that Liu Jinsheng spent every day drinking and living an extravagant 

life, but he spent “other people’s money”, lived in “other people’s Villa”, and drove “other people’s car”. 

Even the court could not do anything to him. 

After a long time, boss Qian gave up. That money could only be considered as a lesson for his 

inattentiveness in making friends! 

However, this lesson was too profound. Boss Qian had worked hard for so many years and had only just 

recovered. In terms of assets, he was still incomparable to the past. 

Although every time he saw Liu Jinsheng, boss Qian would chase after him to collect his debt, but today, 

Liu Jinsheng really suddenly ran to boss Qian and said that he wanted to pay back the money. Boss Qian 

actually suspected that there was something wrong with his ears. 

Liu Jinsheng smiled and said,”old Qian, I ... I’m just here to return the money ... Sigh!” I owe you such a 

huge sum of money, and I’m feeling very uneasy! I’ve been working hard to raise money all these years, 

and I’m here to pay off the debt as soon as I have enough ...” 

After boss Qian confirmed that he did not hear wrongly, a trace of vigilance appeared in his heart. He 

looked at Liu Jinsheng coldly and asked,””You’re not playing any tricks again, are you? Liu Jinsheng, I’ve 

been screwed over by you all these years! Did you see that I’ve finally managed to get up and have some 

savings, so you’re here to play some tricks with me?” 

“Old Qian, what are you thinking ...” Liu Jinsheng said with a bitter smile,”I’m really here to pay back the 

money. I definitely don’t dare to have any other thoughts!” 

“Do you think I’m a three – year – old kid?” Boss Qian sneered and said,”have you forgotten what you 

said when I went to xiangnan to collect my debt two years ago? Even if the sun rose from the West, you, 

Liu Jinsheng, would not return a single cent to me! It’s been less than two years, don’t tell me you’ve 

forgotten what you said?” 

Once bitten by a snake, twice shy. 

Boss Qian absolutely did not dare to believe that such a big liar would suddenly make a 180 – degree 

turn. 

If you can pay me back, even a sow would climb a tree! 

Boss Qian looked at Liu Jinsheng, who was sweating profusely and had a look of fear on his face. He was 

even more certain of his judgment that Qianqian was not hiding anything. What was he so nervous 

about? 

Seeing this, Liu Jinsheng sighed and said in a pleading tone,””Old Qian, don’t mock me. I know what I did 

in the past was wrong, I’m not human! “But you’re a great man, so don’t hold it against me. I’ve 



prepared the money and I’ve come to apologize in person. Can you please tell Mr. Xia to let me go and 

let me live ...” 

Chapter 567: The mysterious Mr. Xia (1) 

Boss Qian was even more confused. He felt that Liu Jinsheng was either trying to fool him, or he was 

planning a bigger scam, or he had lost his mind. He’s starting to talk nonsense! 

“Liu Jinsheng, I don’t even know what you’re talking about!” Boss Qian said impatiently,”I’m very busy 

right now. Don’t make fun of me!” 

Liu Jinsheng was about to cry. In the past, boss Qian had chased him to ask for a debt, but he had tried 

all sorts of reasons to shirk it. Later, when the matter was brought to court, he simply had a falling out 

and said that he would not return a single cent. Now that he had taken the initiative to return the 

money, no one would believe him. 

This was simply a modern version of the story of the wolf! 

Liu Jinsheng cried and said,”old Qian, I’m really sincere in returning the money this time!” How about 

this, if you don’t believe me, let’s go to the bank now, I’ve already written a check for you! Can you 

honor it on the spot?” 

After Liu Jinsheng finished speaking, he took out the cash check he had written in advance and showed 

it to boss Qian. 

Boss Qian snorted coldly, grabbed the check, and checked it over and over again. 

The check didn’t look fake. The amount written on it was 83 million. 

Liu Jinsheng revealed a flattering smile and said,””Old Qian, I owe you a total of 82 million. The 

remaining one million can be considered the interest for these years! I really can’t come up with any 

more money, I’m really sorry ...” 

Boss Qian stared at Liu Jinsheng for a long time before he said,””To the bank!” 

“Okay, okay ...” Liu Jinsheng quickly said. 

“If you dare to fool me again,” boss Qian said coldly,”I’ll break your legs even if I have to be caught and 

sent to jail for a few years!” 

“I don’t dare, I don’t dare ...” 

“Hmph!” 

Boss Qian took the lead and walked out of the building with the check. 

When he opened the door, he saw Liu Jinsheng walking towards the taxi. He frowned and said,”Take my 

car!” 

Boss Qian was worried that Liu Jinsheng would play some tricks again! 

Liu Jinsheng quickly nodded in agreement and took another 100 yuan to send the taxi away. Then, he 

bowed and opened the door to get in the car. 



Boss Qian started the car and drove out. 

When they were about to drive out of the gate, boss Qian stopped the car and stuck his head out of the 

window to call out to them. Two big – Waist – sized workers immediately ran over. 

“Get in the car!” Boss Qian said,”come with me to the city to do something!” 

“Yes, boss!” Although the two workers didn’t know why Boss Qian suddenly called them over, they had 

to follow their boss’s orders. 

Liu Jinsheng, who was sitting in the front passenger seat, saw this, and his face turned slightly pale. He 

asked,””Old Qian, what are you ...” 

Boss Qian started the car again and said coldly,””If you’re lying to me again, the two of them will teach 

you a good lesson!” 

Liu Jinsheng suddenly trembled and smiled apologetically,””I won ‘t, I won’ t. Old Qian, what are you 

thinking? I wouldn’t dare to lie to you!” 

Boss Qian snorted coldly and did not say anything. 

After the two workers in the back seat heard the conversation between Qian Laogang and Liu Jinsheng, 

they looked at Liu Jinsheng with an unfriendly expression, making Liu Jinsheng feel a chill down his back. 

The car quickly arrived at the city area of ou Yue. Liu Jinsheng’s cash check was from the Industrial and 

Commercial Bank of China. Boss Qian found the nearest Industrial and Commercial Bank of China and 

walked in first. 

Two workers, one on the left and one on the right, also walked into the bank with Liu Jinsheng. 

The bank in the suburbs wasn’t very busy, and there were empty counters. Boss Qian walked over and 

put the cash check into the window. Then, he took out a bank card and handed it in as well. 

“Comrade, I would like to cash this check into this card.” Boss Qian said. 

“Alright, please wait a moment.” The counter attendant said. 

She picked up the check and was shocked by the huge amount on it. She quickly pressed the intercom to 

call the manager over and the two of them carefully checked the cash and check together. 

When boss Qian saw this, his heart could not help but skip a beat. 

He thought,”Liu Jinsheng, this bastard, wouldn’t give me a fake check to fool me, right?” That was a sum 

of more than 80 million! If the check is fake, will I be arrested ... 

Boss Qian thought about it and suddenly remembered that there was a surveillance camera installed in 

the living room of his house. If there was really something wrong with the check and the bank called the 

police, he wasn’t afraid. At most, he would just use the evidence to speak. 

This check was given to him by Liu Jinsheng, and he was also a victim! 

Thinking of this, boss Qian’s heart settled. 



However, it was obvious that he was overthinking. 

There was no problem with the check. As the amount was huge and boss Qian had deposited it directly 

into his own ICBC account, the bank manager was very friendly and invited them to the VIP room next 

door to personally handle the matter for him. 

80 million was definitely a large amount. Even if boss Qian’s bank card had no money, it was enough to 

become a VIP customer of the bank. 

Therefore, the bank was extremely efficient. They quickly cashed the check and transferred the money 

into boss Qian’s ICBC account. 

Boss Qian’s mind was still blank as he held the business receipt. 

Did Liu Jinsheng really return me the money? 

Boss Qian felt like he was in a dream. Even when the bank manager was recommending wealth 

management products at the side, he did not hear a word. 

It was the two workers who reminded boss Qian that he came back to his senses. 
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“What did you just say?” Boss Qian asked. 

“Sir, it’s such a pity to let such a large amount of cash depreciate in your bank account, so I would like to 

recommend a few financial management options to you ...” The bank manager said enthusiastically. 

“There’s no need for that for now. I’ll contact you if I need anything.” Boss Qian interrupted the bank 

manager. 

His mind was still in a mess, how could he be in the mood to buy a financial management product! 

Besides, boss Qian was also a businessman. How could he let his money lie in his account and eat 

interest? with this large sum of money, the expansion of the iron – Skin Dendrobium base and several 

projects that he had wanted to invest in for a long time could be launched. Where would he have the 

spare money to invest and manage his finances? 

“Alright, I won’t disturb you any longer!” The bank manager quickly said and handed over a business 

card.”If you need anything, you can call me at any time. We will definitely provide you with the best 

service.” 

“Thank you.” Boss Qian took the business card and said. 

He casually put the business card into his pocket, and then looked at Liu Jinsheng who was beside him. 

Liu Jinsheng looked at his 80 million Yuan that had been transferred into boss Qian’s account. Although 

his heart ached as if it was being cut by a knife, he still had to put on a flattering smile on his face. 

“Old Qian, I didn’t lie to you, right ...” Liu Jinsheng said with a smile. 

Boss Qian nodded his head coldly. 



Although he did not know why Liu Jinsheng had returned the money this time, boss Qian would not be 

nice to Liu Jinsheng because of this. 

The money was originally his, but Liu Jinsheng used his trust to cheat him out of it. His business almost 

went bankrupt because of it, and he only paid one million Yuan in interest after so many years. How 

could he forgive Liu Jinsheng just because of this? 

“Let’s go!”Boss Qian said to the two workers. 

With that, he strode out of the bank, and the two workers naturally followed him quickly. 

Liu Jinsheng was dumbfounded as he stood rooted to the ground. After he regained his senses, he 

quickly chased after her and shouted,”Old Qian, wait, wait!” 

Liu Jinsheng had rushed all the way to Jiangsu and Zhejiang to return the money because he was forced 

to do so. Now that boss Qian had finally taken the money away, he definitely needed boss Qian to give 

him an answer. Otherwise, if he were to return to xiangnan just like that, would he still be able to live? 

During this period of time, Liu Jinsheng really felt like he was having a nightmare. 

Originally, he had made a huge sum of money from boss Qian and could almost live without having to 

worry about food and clothing for the rest of his life. In fact, it had been the same for the past few years. 

He had been living an extremely carefree life. 

However, more than ten days ago, the industries that he secretly controlled were constantly being 

troubled. At first, he didn’t pay much attention to it and tried to smooth things over through some 

friends in the system. 

He didn’t expect that those people who used to call him brothers would all avoid him like a plague when 

they saw him. 

Only then did Liu Jinsheng realize that things did not seem to be so simple. 

What made Liu Jinsheng even more afraid was that not only were there all kinds of inspections and 

fines, but there were also some young men from society who often wandered around his hidden 

properties, making him nervous. 

Such days continued for more than ten days, and finally, a very important figure in the business world of 

xiangnan province took the initiative to meet Liu Jinsheng. 

He also learned from this Big Boss that he had almost gone bankrupt in just ten days because of old Qian 

Qianqian from Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province, an old fool who he had laughed at countless times. 

The old man had the help of a noble, and it was a person from xiangnan province who could shake the 

ground with a word. 

As for who it was, the Big Shot didn’t say it clearly. 

However, the big boss said that even he didn’t dare to act presumptuously in front of the noble, which 

made Liu Jinsheng break out in a cold sweat. 

What kind of Big Shot did he offend? 



The big boss was obviously the spokesperson of the mysterious noble behind boss Qian. He also clearly 

told Liu Jinsheng that the only way to solve this problem was to return the money and give old Qian 

some compensation. 

And the big boss also emphasized that Mr. Xia had to agree, otherwise his nightmare would continue 

until he really went bankrupt. 

Liu Jinsheng didn’t dare to have any other thoughts, and he quickly and obediently mobilized all his 

strength to raise funds. 

Moreover, he was extremely in awe of the ‘Mr. Xia’ that the Big Shot had mentioned. 

Liu Jinsheng was very clear that when he met a Big Shot, he had to be respectful to him. A character like 

him did not have the ability to resist at all. Not to mention resisting, now that he was being watched, he 

had no chance to even escape. 

He had no choice but to pay up. 

Liu Jinsheng still remembered the words of the big boss, that he must get the understanding of “Mr. 

Xia,” so how could he let boss Qian take the money and leave? 

Wouldn’t all his efforts be in vain then? 

However, boss Qian ignored him and went straight to the parking lot near the entrance to open the car 

door. 

At this time, Liu Jinsheng caught up with him, panting. Two workers immediately stepped forward and 

blocked boss Qian, staring at Liu Jinsheng vigilantly. 

Boss Qian asked coldly,”Liu Jinsheng, you’ve already paid back the money you owe me. In the future, 

you can go your own way and I’ll go my own way. We’ll never see each other again!” Is there anything 

else you need?” 

Liu Jinsheng was panting as he smiled bitterly and said,”Old Qian, look at me. I’ve traveled thousands of 

miles to pay you back. You can say that I’ve used up all my wealth to gather this money. Is this a sign of 

sincerity?” 

Boss Qian pouted and did not say anything. 

“Old Qian!” Liu Jinsheng said. If I had known that you had such a powerful backer, I wouldn’t have dared 

to ... Hai! Let’s not talk about the past, it’s all my fault. Old Qian, you’ve already paid me back and 

apologized. Do you think ... You can talk to Mr. Xia and ask him to let me off ...” 

Boss Qian frowned.”I don’t even know what you’re talking about. What Mr. Xia? I don’t know him at 

all!” 

Liu Jinsheng smiled bitterly and said,”old Qian, I won’t beat around the bush in front of an honest 

person. I’ve been messed up enough these days. I was wrong in the past, but I’ve already exchanged 

money for gifts and paid for it. You should calm down, right?” 



Boss Qian said unhappily,”I told you I don’t know any Mr. Xia!” Liu Jinsheng, do you have problems with 

your ears?” 

Liu Jinsheng had a look of disbelief on his face as he said,”Old Qian, I won’t hide it from you. The reason 

why I’m doing everything I can to pay you back this time is because there’s a noble person helping you 

from behind.” 

“You mean ‘Mr. Xia’?” Boss Qian asked. 

Liu Jinsheng nodded.”I don’t know exactly what kind of noble person it is, but the other party said that if 

I want to solve this problem, in addition to returning the money, I also need to get Mr. Xia’s 

understanding ...” 

“Liu Jinsheng, it looks like you’ve been forced quite badly this time ... If you knew this would happen, 

why did you do it?” boss Qian asked sarcastically. 

“Old Qian, I’m begging you. Think about it ... Do you have any friends with the surname Xia?” Liu 

Jinsheng said with a bitter smile. 

Then, Liu Jinsheng’s eyes lit up and he said,”By the way, if I’m not mistaken, this Mr. Xia should be from 

the southeast province!” 

Originally, boss Qian would never have thought that it was Xia ruofei. After all, he wasn’t familiar with 

Xia ruofei. Although his son, Qian Lijun, was Xia ruofei’s comrade, he had only fought with Xia ruofei 

once or twice. 

Moreover, Xia ruofei was still so young and was only a veteran. He did not seem like someone with such 

power, so how could boss Qian have thought of him? 

However, when Liu Jinsheng mentioned the southeast province, boss Qian’s heart moved, and Xia 

ruofei’s figure flashed through his mind. 

Liu Jinsheng saw boss Qian’s strange expression and quickly asked,””Old Qian, did you remember?” 

“I’ll go ask!”Boss Qian said coldly. I can’t be sure if it’s him ...” 

“Okay, okay ... Old Qian, then I’ll leave it to you ...” Liu Jinsheng quickly said,”I’m staying at the Four 

Seasons Hotel in Anyue city. If you have any news, please let me know!” If Mr. Xia doesn’t say anything, I 

don’t dare to go back to xiangnan province ...” 

Boss Qian looked at Liu Jinsheng coldly. For the sake of the eighty million Yuan, he still nodded his head 

gently, then opened the car door and sat in. 

Liu Jinsheng stood obediently on the side of the road and watched boss Qian drive away. Then, he let 

out a long sigh, stopped a taxi, and went straight to the hotel he booked. 

As boss Qian drove, he pondered for a moment. Then, he took out his mobile phone and dialed his son, 

Qian Lijun’s number ... 
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When the phone rang, Qian Lijun was showing Xia ruofei around his family’s iron – Skin Dendrobium 

cultivation base. He took it out and saw the caller ID. Seeing that it was his father, he quickly picked it 

up,”Dad!” 

Boss Qian asked while driving,””Li Jun, where are you?” 

“I’m at the office!” “What’s wrong?” Qian Lijun asked with a smile. 

“Are you with your comrades?” Boss Qian asked after some hesitation. 

“He’s here! I’m showing you around the company!” Qian Lijun said. 

“Oh, I know.” Boss Qian said,”I’ll be right back. Don’t go out ...” 

With that, boss Qian hung up the phone. 

On the other hand, Qian Lijun was at a loss. He did not know why his father would suddenly make such a 

call. 

When Xia ruofei saw Qian Lijun’s expression, he couldn’t help but smile and ask,””Li Jun? Is there 

something your dad wants to talk to you about?” 

“I don’t know ...” Qian Lijun said,”I don’t know what’s wrong with my dad today. I feel that he’s a little 

out of it. He doesn’t even know how to start talking ...” 

Qian Lijun then laughed and said,”forget it, let’s not care about him!” Let’s go, I’ll take you to the place 

where we made the iron – Skin Kaede bucket ...” 

Qian Lijun continued to show Xia ruofei around while boss Qian drove back quickly. 

After a while, Xia ruofei, who was visiting the shop, heard a text message notification. He took out his 

phone and looked at it. 

...... 

It was a notification of the change in the bank balance. 

The text message showed that 20.46 million HxB had been transferred to his bank account. 

Xia ruofei smiled, thinking that brother Lin was quite fast. He had already transferred the money in less 

than half a day. 

Although Xia ruofei had never been worried about money ever since he obtained the spirit map, and the 

occasional shortage of funds was due to construction, he was still a little excited to have more than 20 

million HxB in his account. 

Furthermore, this would become a fixed income in the future, and he would be able to earn a sum every 

one or two months. 

Moreover, the Dingfeng winery’s situation was also very good now. Once all the different grades of wine 

were listed on the market, it would form a virtuous cycle every month, and he would get more than 12 

million Yuan in dividends from the winery every month. 



In total, not including the income from Paradise Farm and Australia’s Paradise Farm, Xia ruofei could 

earn about 30 million Yuan a month. 

This was money that ordinary people couldn’t earn in their entire lives! 

Seeing Xia ruofei’s silly smile, Qian Lijun could not help but ask,””What’s wrong, ruofei? Did your wife 

send you a message?” 

Xia ruofei returned to her senses and kept her phone. She smiled and said,””No, no. Didn’t I just ship all 

the iron – skinned maple buckets I made to Tongren Hall in Qiantang yesterday? I just received the 

payment. ” 

When Qian Lijun heard this, he didn’t ask any further. Although they were on good terms, this was Xia 

ruofei’s business secret. 

If Qian Lijun knew that Xia ruofei had earned more than 20 million Yuan in one go and that it was 

basically pure profit, he would probably be so shocked that his jaw would drop. 

Although the scale of the Qian family’s iron – Skin Dendrobium cultivation base was not small, the 

annual output was only a few hundred kilograms. Moreover, due to the limited quality of the raw 

materials, it was naturally impossible for all of them to be of special quality. After the iron – Skin 

Dendrobium was graded, those of different quality actually could not be sold for much. 

Furthermore, even if they were all unique grade, they would not be able to reach the price of Xia 

ruofei’s iron – Skin maples. 

In addition, they had to feed so many workers and maintain the iron – Skin dendrobes. They had to 

spend a lot of money on all aspects, and their profits were further diluted. 

Qian Lijun didn’t ask any more questions and continued to show Xia ruofei around. 

After a few steps, Xia ruofei’s phone rang. This time, it was president Lin of Tongren Hall. 

Hence, Xia ruofei gestured to Qian Lijun and picked up the phone.””Big brother Lin!” 

“Brother Xia, we’ve already transferred the payment for this time!” President Lin said with a bright 

smile. 

“I’ve already received a text message.” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

“Haha, that’s good.” President Lin said,”brother Xia, regarding the cooperation between our Tongren 

Hall and your peach blossom company, I have also asked the head of the main store today ...” 

“Oh? How should I put it?” 

“Brother Xia, I faxed yesterday’s inspection report to the main branch in Beijing. The higher – ups took a 

look and agreed without a second word!” President Lin laughed and said,”our leader said that this kind 

of high – Quality iron maple bucket can only be sold in Tongtong Hall to show its extraordinariness! High 

– Quality medicinal herbs and our hundred – year – old shop bring out the best in each other! Hahaha 

...” 



“Since there’s no problem on your side, I’ll naturally keep my promise.” Xia ruofei laughed and said,”I 

will give you the exclusive rights to the iron – Skin fengdou and the wild ginseng!” 

“Thank you, brother Xia!” President Lin said eagerly,”when can we meet up to discuss the specific 

cooperation terms? Why don’t I come to Anyue city today?” 

Xia ruofei thought for a while and said,”CEO Lin, how about this ... I won’t be staying in Anyue city for 

long. I’ll be back in two days at most. Why don’t we meet at the three mountains in three days?” You 

have to give me a chance to do my part as the host!” 

Actually, Xia ruofei wanted to slack off again. He would just leave these details to Feng Jing when they 

returned. He only needed to give a general direction and principle. 
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Xia ruofei believed that Feng Jing would do a better job than him in negotiating. 

After a moment of silence, President Lin said,””That works too! I’ll book the plane tickets first. Brother 

Xia, shall we meet in three days?” 

“See you in three days!” 

Just as Xia ruofei was making the call, boss Qian came back in his car. 

The moment he saw Qian Lijun, he immediately asked,”Li Jun, where’s boss Xia?” 

Qian Lijun pointed to a place not far away and said,”There! He’s making a call! Dad, what’s wrong with 

you? What happened?” 

Before boss Qian could say anything, Xia ruofei had already finished his call. He put his phone into his 

pocket and walked over to Qian Lijun. 

Boss Qian wasn’t in the mood to talk too much with Qian Lijun. He quickly walked over. 

Qian Lijun was confused, so he could only speed up and follow them. 

Boss Qian came in front of Xia ruofei and looked at him with a strange expression. Then, he said 

cautiously,””Mr. Xia ...” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment, and then he couldn’t help but laugh.””Uncle Qian, you ... Why are 

you suddenly so polite?” 

“Dad, what’s wrong with you?” Qian Lijun couldn’t help but ask. 

During breakfast this morning, her father was still calling Xia ruofei “ruofei” affectionately. Why was he 

so formal after going out for a while? Qian Lijun also felt that it was unbelievable. 

...... 

Boss Qian turned around and glared at Qian Lijun. He then said,”Xia ...” 

“Uncle Qian, you can just call me RUO Fei!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’m not used to you being like 

this.” 



“Okay, okay ... RUO ... Fei, do you ... Have friends in Xiang Nan Province?” boss Qian’s face turned red. 

Xia ruofei suddenly understood everything. 

He was originally worried about what had happened to boss Qian! Now that he had guessed the cause 

and effect, he was slightly relieved. 

“Uncle Qian, it seems like you’ve received the money that was scammed?” Xia ruofei smiled. 

Boss Qian’s body trembled when he heard that. He opened his eyes wide and said,””Ruofei, you really 

helped me get back this money!” 

Qian Lijun was confused and couldn’t help but ask,”Dad, ruofei, what are you guys talking about? What 

are you talking about?” 

Boss Qian took a deep breath and said to Qian Lijun,”Li Jun, Liu Jinsheng came to look for me this 

morning. He took the initiative to return the eighty million Yuan that he had scammed to me ...” 

“What? That old bastard actually returned the money? Did the sun rise from the West?” Qian Lijun 

called out subconsciously. Then, his expression froze and he said,”wait! Dad, you ... You just said 

ruofei?” 

At this point, Qian Lijun looked at Xia ruofei in disbelief. Boss Qian’s eyes were also quite eager. 

Seeing this, Xia ruofei smiled and said,””Uncle Qian, Li Jun, I also accidentally found out that your family 

had been cheated of a lot of money by this Liu Jinsheng a few years ago. It just so happens that I have a 

friend who is quite influential in xiangnan province, so I made a decision on my own and asked him to 

try to help you collect your debts. I didn’t expect him to be so efficient ...” 

Qian Lijun’s entire body was petrified. Boss Qian had already guessed it before he came, so his 

performance was still okay. However, he was still extremely shocked. 

He didn’t expect his son’s comrade to have such power! 

All these years, boss Qian had been chasing after debts many times. Every time he came to xiangnan 

province, he was met with many obstacles and even threatened by some of the local gangsters. 

Hence, he knew that Liu Jinsheng was quite powerful in xiangnan province. At least, ordinary people 

could not do anything to Liu Jinsheng. Not to mention that Liu Jinsheng was so scared that he did not 

even dare to leave ou Yue after he returned the money. He had to wait for Xia ruofei to give the order. 

Boss Qian had almost given up in the past two years. He felt that it was impossible to get back the 

money in his life. He didn’t expect that it would be solved so easily by his son’s comrade. 

The shock in his heart could not be any greater. 

After a long while, Qian Lijun finally came back to his senses and muttered,”Ruofei, you’ve been quiet all 

this while, but now you’ve become so awesome ...” 

“Ruofei!” Boss Qian quickly said. I don’t even know how to thank you. For this money, I’ve fought so 

many lawsuits and made countless trips to xiangnan province, all of which ...” 



Xia ruofei waved his hand and said,””Uncle Qian, Li Jun and I are brothers. We’re comrades who can 

shield each other from bullets on the battlefield! So, you don’t have to be so polite. I just happen to 

know a friend who can help. Otherwise, I can’t do anything by myself. ” 

After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, Qian Lijun’s eyes became slightly moist. It was as if he had returned to 

the green military camp in a straight line and the square, back to the training ground where sweat 

poured down like rain, and back to his youth ... 

“Oh right, ruofei, you reminded me!” Boss Qian quickly said. That friend of yours has helped me so 

much, I have to thank him properly!” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”Uncle Qian, there’s no need. This is just a matter of a few phone calls to him. 

Besides, I’m on very good terms with him. You don’t have to be so formal.” 

 


